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QUINTESSENCE
(asymptotically)

 



Consider a FLRW Universe dominated by                  scalar fields.
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Consider a FLRW Universe dominated by                  scalar fields.

Under slow-roll approximation we will have accelerated expansion if

Equivalently,

 

Accelerated Universe from a running potential

dS coefficient
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4d N=1 F-term potential 
(Cremmer et al)

ONLY SAXIONS ENTER THE 

PICTURE!!!
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We need a potential such that     along some trajectory towards infinity!

Scalars asymptotically follow gradient flow trajectories: Initial info is lost!

For a power-like potential we find polynomial trajectories:

 

Only     and the metric         will enter in the dS coefficient 

Satisfies slow-roll e.o.m.!!

Geodesics!!
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How to obtain the gradient flow trajectories?

Solving the gradient flow eqs. for     with more than one term can be difficult!

Of all possible trajectories     we choose that for which     decays faster: 

Our solutions can be:

● Valleys:                     (positive and negative         ) 
● General trajectories:                       (only negative         )   

Interesting stuff is found here!!

[Grimm,Li,Valenzuela,’20]



Valley/attractor General trajectories



TWO DETAILED 
EXAMPLES!
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It is proposed in [Rudelius,’21]that positive scalar potentials coming from 
superpotential must fulfill                                 .
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It is proposed in [Rudelius,’21]that positive scalar potentials coming from 
superpotential must fulfill                                 .

This argument implicitly assumes we  are working with just one term in     and

Now the normal components to the trajectory are not flat: They contribute to          
so that                                                        : We can lower bounds!!

PROBLEM: Not obtained from F-th. +Asymptotic Hodge Theory 🤔
 



VM from F/M-theory using Asymptotic Hodge Theory

Through orientifold compact. on a                       CY 4-fold of F-theory, through 
singularity enhancement (II→V) we get type IIB ST at large volume limit :
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depending on the CS moduli                                                : Axions stabilized!

This results in a                    trajectory with               : VIOLATES            and
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VM from F/M-theory using Asymptotic Hodge Theory

⚠IMPORTANT: No-scale structure cancels               term. 

Bound from [Rudelius,’21]not applicable!

Possible caveats:

● We have not considered Kähler moduli: Stabilized? Also enter? 😕 

Analogue potentials can be obtained in IIA through mirror symmetry: no violation 😑
 



More examples from F-th. + Asympt. Hodge Theory!

We examine the different possible infinite distance singularity enhancements 
for h3,1(Y4)=2.

Interesting asymptotic solutions are found!

Generalizable to more moduli (*)

Only Complex Structure moduli taken into account! ⚠

II0,1→V2,2

II0,1→III0,0

III1,1→V2,2

Type IIB @ LV

(Taken from [Grimm,Li,Valenzuela,’20])
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TAKE-HOME MESSAGE: There does not seem to be an explicit 
obstruction that prevents accelerated expansion in 4d N=1.

● Scalar potentials for CS moduli allow for dS coefficients lower than some 
proposed bounds!

● We need potentials coming from         :
○ Competing terms allow for lower    .
○ Unique trajectory towards infinity independent of starting point!

● What about the Kähler moduli?
○ Should be stabilized “somehow” (DGKT, etc): Does this affect the shape of our potentials?
○ Independent runaway makes    too high.
○ Type IIA examples studied (after mirror symmetry) do not violate bounds.

Some comments and conclusions!
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Relation with other Swampland Conjectures!

● WGC for membranes [Lanza,Marchesano,Martucci,Valenzuela,’21]: 
Membranes can serve as sources for potential

● Swampland Distance Conjecture [Ooguri,Palti,Shiu,Vafa,’18]: Relation 
between    and     with                                  . 

● Convex Hull [Calderón-Infante,Uranga, 
Valenzuela,’20]: Same approach!

Asymptotic runway                                                                       Bound comparison!



Thanks for 
your attention!

Paper coming soon!

ignacio.ruiz@uam.es

 

Working on it!


